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That Village, This Town あの村この町 

This section charts the development of various towns and villages in 

Tokushima through the Meiji, Taisho and early-Showa periods. This was 

a period of rapid change that saw the introduction of automobiles, 

railroads and increasing Westernisation. Tokushima’s first schools, fire 

stations, and theatres were built during this time but few survive to this 

day. This section includes an array of scenes and anecdotes ranging from 

the banks of the Shinmachi River to the Vine Bridges in Iya Valley.  
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Hyoutan-bori  ひょうたん堀 

Construction finished on Tokushima Prison in 1889 and it was renamed 

Tokushima Penitentiary in 1922. Along with its hexagonal turret and red 

brick wall, the prison also had a moat shaped like a hyoutan (a variety of 

local squash), so some people called the penitentiary “hyoutan-bori” – 
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squash moat. A few old pine trees stood along the railway tracks, swaying 

in the wind, with only the occasional visitor passing by. 
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Tokushima Fire Station 徳島消防組詰所 

The Tokushima Fire Service was founded in 1894. There were ten 

divisions of the fire service in the Tokushima City area: the 1st at 

Uchimachi, the 2nd at Furumono-cho, the 3rd at Nakatori-machi, the 4th 

at Suketo, the 5th at Nishi Shinmachi, the 6th at Tomida-ura, the 7th at 

Sako (1-8 chome), the 8th at Sako (9-16 chome), the 9th at Tokushima-cho 

and the 10th at Nikenya-cho, each division with its own German-designed 

hand pump. The fire service was mechanized gradually: In 1914, a 

26-horsepower gasoline-powered pump was installed in the 1st Division 

(Uchimachi), followed by a 35-horsepower fire engine in 1923. In 1938, 
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the fire service's New Year parade and fire fighting drill included three 

fire engines with pumps, 22 gasoline-powered pumps and 13 

man-powered pumps. In 1942 Tokushima Fire Station was constructed 

south of the Tokushima Police Station. 
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Tokushima Main Line  徳島本線 

At Minami-Shimada in Tokushima City, rice plants sway in the early 

autumn breeze. From the Tokushima Main Line we can enjoy views over 

the mountainous landscape of Myozai-gun under the clear autumn sky. 

The rail service in Tokushima was commonly referred to as hachiroku, 
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which means 'eight-six' in Japanese. Eight and six were the first two 

digits of a popular locomotive's engine number – 8620. The Kawasaki, 

Hitachi, Nissha and Mitsubishi companies are said to have produced 687 

of the 8620 type locomotive since 1914. This model was symbolic of the 

railway in the Taisho period. This reliable model played an active role in 

the reconstruction of Japan following the Asia-Pacific War. 
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Okinosu Ina Pond 沖洲イナ池 

An ina is a type of fish, known as grey mullet in English. Tokushima 

Municipal Wholesale Market was established in February 1973 at 

Kita-Okinosu, 4-chome，an area that was once a pond known as 'Ina Pond'. 

The water from the pond flowed into the sea. Grey mullets and eels 

entered the pond through a water gate – known in the local dialect as a 

yuru – and grew to be quite big. After the tide came and went, it was 

possible to get some surprisingly large catches just by thrusting a fishing 

gaff around in the water. North-westerly winds blew against pine trees on 
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the river bank, dead reeds shivered along the water's edge on crisp winter 

days. Above the white waves on the wide Ina pond, the clouds in the sky 

soon disappeared over the Kii Channel. 
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Egawa New Rice Fields 江川新田 

The man who reclaimed this land to grow rice was called Egawa. At the 

beginning of the Taisho period there was a great deal of land reclamation 

in this area, and the Nakazu Bridge was also built. A canal and 

lumberyard remained in this area, the tall chimney of the lumber mill 

reaching into the broad sky. 
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Tokushima Middle School 徳島師範学校 

This school was founded in 1875, it was known as Hensoku [Irregular] 

Middle School and it was linked to Myodo District Teachers’ College. 

Three years later, it was renamed Tokushima Middle School. In 1885, a 

new school building was built in Tomidahama, east of the Prefectural 

Office, and then in 1933 the school moved to Nikenya. For about half a 

century this school sent graduates off along the banks of the Shinmachi 

River. 
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Tokushima Teachers’ College 徳島師範学校 

In 1874, a school was established in the grounds of Tokushima Castle. 

The teachers’ college was renamed and relocated several times – from 

Tomida to Bandai-cho and then to Josanjima-cho. The education system 

was forced to fully comply with national policy until the end of the Asia 
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Pacific War in 1945, so the college employed a dormitory system modelled 

after military camps where military drills were held regularly. In 1949, a 

national university system was established and The Faculty of Liberal 

Arts and Sciences of Tokushima University was born. The Teachers’ 

College was abolished in 1951, ending almost 80 years of training 

teachers through this system. 
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Shimo-Ono at Hachiman 八万下大野 

Mt. Bizan could be seen in the distance while rice planting at Shimo-Ono. 

The sky and the rice paddies were both light blue, the rice paddies filled 

with water reflecting the light blue sky. Heaven and earth both a 

wonderful blue, against which Mt. Bizan appeared to be floating, seeming 
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somehow more distant than usual. During rice planting season this water, 

the origin of life, was plentiful and clean. Fish, shellfish, fireflies, and 

dragonflies live in this water. Children splash about in the water, too. The 

Ono area has changed drastically since then, but when one encounters 

rice paddies and sees the sky blue reflection on the water, one can't help 

but breathe a sigh of relief. 
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Torimachi 通町 

It is said that this road is called Torimachi ('road town') because the 

feudal lord passed along it to enter Tokushima Castle during the Hansei 
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period. Even in the Meiji period there were many passersby and big shops 

that have been around for generations, as well as shops dealing in new 

goods such as bicycles, which were a hot business indeed: The number of 

bicycles expanded from 413 in 1912 at the start of the Taisho era to 4113 

bicycles ten years later. 
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Tokushima Local Monopoly Bureau  徳島地方専売局 

In 1919, Tokushima Local Monopoly Bureau was built in Tomida, west of 

Tokushima Middle School (now Jonan High School). It was a two-storey 

building built from wood and mortar. The well by the schoolyard provided 

good water, so locals used to come by and help themselves. A tanuki was 

said to live in a pine tree near the well and supposedly transformed into a 

well bucket to frighten passersby. The young girls who shredded tobacco 

at the Monopoly Bureau could see the Shinmachi sparkling from the 

windows and smell the sea breeze blowing in from the coast. 
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Nishiyoko-machi 西横町 

There was a time when people called the road from Tokushima Station to 

the Shinmachi Bridge, Nishiyoko-machi. Nishiyoko-machi was a row of 

old houses, with broad eaves, on either side of the narrow road. It was 

quiet and dark even though watch shops, sweet shops, hardware shops, 
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drug shops, paper shops, and kimono fabric dealers lined the road. People 

often passed up and down this road for cherry blossoms viewing in spring, 

the Tenjin Shrine festival, for Bon Odori in summer and for year-end sale 

shopping. 
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Tokushima Post Office 徳島郵便局 

Tokushima Post Office merged with Tokushima Telegraph Station in 1899 

and moved to a new building in Nishi-Shinmachi (2-chome). During the 

Taisho and early Showa period, Nishi-Shinmachi was home to the Meisei 

Bank (1-chome), Sanjuyon Bank (2-chome) and the Fudo Chochiku Bank 
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(3-chome). While the Sanjuyon Bank was eventually moved into a more 

modern stone building, Tokushima Post Office retained its wooden 

structure and atmosphere of the Meiji period until it was burnt down in 

1945. 
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Tokushima Commercial School  徳島商業学校 

Tokushima Commercial High School was founded in Maegawa, in 1909. It 

was then moved to Sumiyoshi-higashi-machi (now Joto-cho 1) and became 

known as Tokushima Prefectural Commercial High School. When this 

school was at Maegawa, it faced the Suketo River where timber drifted 

along the water. During lunch time, some of the students enjoyed 

leisurely eating their bento on top of the lumber. Time passed by quietly 

in the castle area, Shiroyama looming across the river. 
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Tokushima Higher Technical School  徳島高等工業学校 

Tokushima Higher Technical School was established in 1922, temporarily 

holding classes at Tokushima Junior High School and the Prefectural 

Legislature Building (near the current-day prefectural office) until 

construction finished on its new building in Josanjima in 1923. Originally, 
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the technical school offered a civil engineering course, a mechanical 

engineering course and applied chemistry. Later, pharmacy, mechanics, 

electrical engineering and shipbuilding were introduced. This institution 

was renamed Tokushima Technical College in 1944. During the Pacific 

War, students were deployed to munitions factories in Osaka, Okayama, 

Kure, Yokohama, Kawasaki, and many other cities across Japan. The 

majority of the school buildings were burnt down by the air raid in 1945. 

In 1949, the college became the department of engineering of Tokushima 

University. 
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Tokushima Girls’ High School 徳島高等女学校 

Tokushima Girls’ High School was founded in 1902, on the current site of 

Joto High School. This elite girls’ school, which was associated with the 

female teachers’ college, aimed to produce “dutiful wives and devoted 

mothers”. The uniform changed along with the times, from a violet, 

tight-sleeved kimono to a pleated skirt, with a maximum limit of up to 

sixteen pleats. During the Asia Pacific War, students could be seen at the 

school gates after class making senninbari to give to the soldiers. 

Senninbari are long strips of cloth decorated with one thousand stitches, 
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each stitch sewn by a different woman. Now, the northwest side of the red 

brick wall, shown above, is all that remains of Tokushima Girls’ High 

School. 
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Yoshinogawa Bridge Road 吉野川橋通り 

The Yoshinogawa Bridge was completed in 1928, and was the longest road 

bridge in East Asia at that time. There is a tale about someone who took 

their driving test on the day the bridge opened – “There were two tests 

available, ‘Grade A’ and ‘Grade B’, and he took Grade B. The Grade B 

license was model specific, meaning that passing it qualified you to drive 

only the model of car you were tested in – so if you were tested in a Ford, 

you would only be allowed to drive Fords. There was also a written test 

that had to be passed first before you got your road test. The S-shaped 
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course was to be driven in both directions in five minutes. The day of the 

test happened to be the day the bridge was opened to traffic, so the cars 

were all in use as everyone went to drive over the bridge for the first time. 

The man, finding his usual Chevrolet gone, had to ask to borrow one from 

someone far away.” To this day, cars line up to cross the bridge as if it 

were only just opened, the poor bridge and road working round the clock. 
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A horse cart in the rain 雨の中の荷馬車 

The horse cart was used for the first time in Tokushima in 1899. The days 

when we transported goods on horseback have passed, but for a time all 

sorts of heavy loads of timber, coal and fertilizer made their way by horse 

– in 1912 there were 269 carts, shooting up to 1512 carts by 1927. Where 

did those trusty, gentle-eyed horses go, I wonder? Only the memory of the 

large black shadow cast as the horses travelled through the heavy white 

rain lingers on. 
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Suehiro New Rice Fields 末広新田 

As summer approaches, reed warblers sing in the reedy fields of Suehiro 

'Kekesu,' they sing 

'Kekesu, kekesu,' all day long 
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As summer approaches, reed warblers sing in the reedy fields of Suehiro 

'Kekesu,' they sing 

'Kekesu, kekesu,' all day long 

 

As summer approaches, reed warblers sing in the kekesu fields of Suehiro 

'Kekesu,' they sing 

'Kekesu, kekesu,' all day long 
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Tenmonyama  天文山 

The meteorological observatory was located in the southeast corner of 

Atakecho during the Hansei period, established for the navy. It was later 

abandoned and the desolate building was said to have become overrun by 

tanuki. An observation station was relocated there in 1929 and it 

regained its liveliness. During the day, various coloured signal flags could 

be seen against the blue sky and, late at night, the mysterious beauty of 

the signal lights could be enjoyed. People gazed in wonder at the 

whitewashed observatory from the fields below. 
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Kousei-sha Hospital  好生社病院 

The Prefectural Dentistry Association opened this hospital in the 

Saiwa-cho area of Tokushima in 1922, offering free health services to the 

people of the city. The following year, the first director of the hospital, 

Torago Wakabayashi, built a sick ward behind the main building and 
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donated it to the hospital. The hakidame jizo (literally, referring to a 

small statue found in a rubbish heap) temple festival brought this 

generally quiet area to life.  
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Nakano-cho  中ノ丁 

A row of houses stood in front of “Nippon Public Bath” in the Nakano-cho 

area of Tomida. Every night, a clicking sound could be heard above the 

ceiling of one of these houses. Upon removing a ceiling board and taking a 

look, it turned out to be coming from a tanuki. At night, the only sound to 

be heard was the hooting of an owl, but when Wakamatsu Iemasu and his 

troupe came by distributing handbills and playing music, suddenly the 

streets were crowded and children would even march along with them 

down the street. In 1933, JOXK (Tokushima Radio Broadcasting Station) 

was formed and radio shops started popping up across Tokushima. 
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Kusunoki-michi 楠小路 

The narrow Kusunoki-michi ran between Takajo-machi (1-chome) and 

Omichi in Tokushima city. Mima Picture Frame Shop displayed famous 

historical figures – bug-eyed Saigo Takamori, Nogi Mareske in full gold 

braided uniforms, a statue of an intellectual, a statue of Ninomiya Kinjiro 
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reading a book, firewood on his back. Follow Saigo's gaze to the other side 

of the street and you would find Tsune-han the tozai-ya. Tozai-ya, later 

known as chindon-ya, were loudly dressed street musicians, employed for 

advertising purposes, shouting “Tozai, tozai! Silence, from east to west, 

and lend me your ears!” – Hence the name tozai, written with the kanji 

for east and west. There was also a tofu shop, a shop selling cooked beans 

and a sliding door shop. On summer nights, sparkler fireworks could be 

heard making their crackling sound, pinwheel fireworks spinning in the 

air. The alley was a popular place for children to play. 
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Carpenter’s Island  大工島 

Yamato-cho in Tokushima was once known as “Carpenter’s Island”. In the 

Hansei period, the local navy was stationed in Atake-cho next to 

Yamato-cho. Many carpenters lived in the area, building and repairing 

the navy ships. The local navy was disbanded after the Meiji Restoration, 

yet the techniques were not forgotten but instead repurposed for making 

furniture. A tidal canal was used to transport timber from the Shinmachi 

River, the scent of fresh lumber wafting in the air. 
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Imagire, Kamo-cho, Myodo   名東郡加茂町今切 

Kamo-mura became known as Kamo-cho following administrative 

reorganisation in 1933, but it was still an agricultural area consisting 

mostly of crop fields. The road lined with houses across Saya Bridge from 

Sako and extending north through Imagire was called Oukan. 
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Goten Pine Tree 御殿松 

There was a large pine tree called Gotenmatsu at Ohara-cho. This tree 

was cut down after it withered and died in 1975, but back in the Hansei 

period, the area was a place where successive feudal lords would come to 

relax and enjoy tea, hence its nicknames 'gotenmatsu' (lord's pine) and 
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'ocha-ya no matsu' (tea house pine). There was a place to fish and an algae 

bath nearby. The area around the mouth of the Katsuura River was 

strategically important, so there was a guard station and a beacon in case 

enemies assaulted the coast. There was a large forest at Shibayama 

where big trees grew and there was an area were only feudal lords were 

allowed to hunt, called Otome ('maiden') field. Now, nothing remains 

except the foundation stones of the algae bath. There are no more beaches 

in the area, as the land has been reclaimed. The landscape around the 

pine tree by the tea house has irrevocably changed. 
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Fukushima Textiles Company  福島紡績 

The Tokushima branch of the Sakai Textile Company in Maegawa-cho 

was taken over by Osaka’s Fukushima Textile Company in 1917. After 

that, it was enlarged gradually. It was a popular place to work because it 

had a dormitory and cafeteria. It had 800 male workers and 2,800 female 

workers in 1922. The female workers who stayed in the dormitory looked 

forward to their holidays. The beautifully dressed young women could be 

seen gracing the company gate with their charm. The shops in the Ihoku 
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district saw an increase in sales. Fukushima Textiles was at the centre of 

many people’s lives. 
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Nishi-Shinmachi 新町 

In the Hansei period an official notice was issued offering land to those 

who wanted to live in the centre of town, to improve the prosperity of the 

area near the castle. The location people were offered depended on the 

kind of business they wished to operate, and it was forbidden by law for 

the same kind of businesses to operate within the same district. The 

Nishi-Shinmachi area was founded by a collection of businesses, including 
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Sugi-ya, Mikura-ya, Tsuzura-ya, who appealed to the domain government 

to privatise the area. The businesses got their wish and received their 

own respective sections of the town – Sugiya-cho (1cho-me in present-day 

Shinmachi), Mikuraya-cho (2cho-me), and Tsuzuraya-cho (3cho-me). This 

system of divvying up the castle area was abandoned in the Meiji period, 

and the centre of business shifted to Higashi-Shinmachi and 

Kagoya-machi. As the Higashi-Senba and Nishi-Senba areas lie along the 

banks of the Shinmachi River, they were convenient for transporting 

goods and became a wholesale district. 1-chome of Nishi-Shinmachi, on 

the other hand, bustled with life thanks to its famous retail stores and 

central location. 
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Higashi-Shinmachi  東新町 

Starting in the Hansei period, Kajiyamachi (present-day 

Higashi-Shinmachi), together with the area ranging from Sugiya-cho to 

Menkyo-cho (present-day Nishi-Shinmachi), developed into a merchant 

area. With the Meiji era, the old system of dividing up the castle area was 

abolished, and Higashi-Shinmachi and Kagoya-machi came to be the 

city's downtown area, to the point that Higashi-Shinmachi was talked 

about as the centre of the city of Tokushima by the early Showa period. 

The ‘Shinmachi Department Store’ was renamed ‘Marushin’ in 1934. A 

year later, Ichiraku-ya department store was opened. On the 1st floor 
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there were ladies accessories, luxury goods, cosmetics, handbags, 

menswear and household goods. On the 2nd floor were kimono fabrics, on 

the 3rd floor, an area for special events and sales. There were amusements 

for children and a petting zoo on the 4th floor. This department store also 

boasted the first elevator in Tokushima. To cope with the opening of these 

two department stores, the various retail stores of the area formed an 

organisation called ‘The Tokushima Retailers Association’ and attempted 

to find a new way of doing business, but wartime rationing during the 

Asia Pacific War forced them to reduce their wares. 
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Awa Hotel 阿波ホテル 

When September comes our suntanned skin is relieved by the autumn 

breeze. Mt. Bizan quickly changes from ultramarine to navy blue as the 
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sun sets behind it, and the window panes of Awa Hotel similarly go from 

salmon pink to lavender. Awa Hotel had a short lifespan in the early 

Showa period, having been acquired for use as a dormitory for the 

munitions industry during the Asia Pacific War and then burnt down 

following the air raid in 1945. 
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Terashima-honcho  寺島本町 
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There was a high concentration of temples in Terashima before Lord 

Hachisuka presided over the area. Hachisuka transformed Terashima 

into the centre of his castle town. These temples were moved to 

Tera-machi to make way for his vassals' residences. In 1895, Tokushima 

Electric Company was established and provided lighting to Terashima 

and Uchimachi. The railway between Tokushima and Kamojima was 

opened in 1899, putting Terashima at the centre of the prefecture's land 

transportation. Now the main square in front of Tokushima Station and 

the shopping areas and hotels that surround Terashima make it the 

entranceway to Tokushima City. 
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Joroku  丈六 

Joroku bank is a lonely place. 

We feel lonely when the leaves of Ginkgo trees float to the ground, 

People hurry along the road, their rain coats flutter behind them, we feel 

lonely. 
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Joroku bank is dear to us. We long for it 

We yearn for the leaves of Ginkgo trees to float to the ground, 

We long for the pinwheels and tengu masks our mothers bought us at the 

festival 

 

Joroku bank is a lonely place. 

Joroku is a lonely place yet we long for it. 
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The cannon at Shiroyama 城山の午砲 

To commemorate the ascension of Emperor Taisho, a cannon was placed 

on the top of Shiroyama, castle hill. People used to affectionately call it 

"Bang". Herons roosted in the trees of Shiroyama, and when the cannon 

was fired it sent the birds into a frenzy, a momentary lapse in the usual 
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silence of the castle area. Eventually that silence would change for good, 

with the installation of the Tokushima police station's siren, which would 

become an ominous signal of air raids during the war years. Needless to 

say, the quiet and peaceful days of Bang were a thing of the past. 
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Tokushima Bridge and Tokushima City Hall 徳島橋と徳島市役所 

Tokushima City Hall was first constructed in 1890, to the north of where 

the local law courts currently stand. The building was burnt down in 1930 

and a temporary office was opened at the former Prefectural Government 

Offices, which stood to the west of the Tokushima Bridge. A new city hall 

was built in 1933 and it served the people of Tokushima for half a century, 

until it was replaced by the current building in 1986. 
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Onsen Theatre 温泉劇場 

The Onsen Theatre was opened on reclaimed land in Horiura-cho (now 

known as Minami-Uchimachi). The theatre was mainly used to put on 

plays, but it was also venue for the occasional film, as well as various 

other sorts of performances – manzai (comedy double acts), rakugo 

(comedic storytelling), roukyoku (story recital accompanied by samisen), 

and even dance performances, complete with high leg kicks. As you might 

expect from its name, the Onsen Theatre also had a large hot spring bath 

and saltwater bath that brought morning bathers. Sekai-kan, Sanyu 
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Theatre, Aioi-za, Ryogoku-za, Tokushima Theatre, Asahi-za, Shintomi-za, 

Inari-za, Daiichi Theatre – Tokushima had many theatres for the many 

people looking to be entertained throughout the Taisho and Showa 

periods, but the square outside of Onsen Theatre also had a row of dolls 

dressed as gun-wielding army soldiers. The theatre was forcibly acquired 

during the Asia Pacific War to be used as a dormitory for the munitions 

industry before being burned down in the 1945 Tokushima air raid. 

Memories of the Onsen Theatre have become hazy, like watching a movie 

with worn out film.  
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Fukushima Nakamachi 福島中町 

In the Hansei period, high-ranking vassals lived in the 

Fukushima-honcho and Nakamachi areas. The gates to the samurai 

housing area remained into the 1970s, with only partial repairs. In the 

early Showa period, a cart would go around the neighbourhood selling 
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teppanyaki. The main ingredients were wheat flour, spring onion and 

shavings of dried bonito, but the tangy sauce gave it a kick that made it 

seem like a very modern taste to the children at the time.  
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Hiradani 平谷   

14th March was the final day of sake production at the brewery in 

Teranomoto. The brewers made their way back to Tanba (in Kyoto), 

accompanied by the song of the bush warblers in Terayama, behind 

Myoho-ji Temple. As the snow on the mountain disappeared, the water 

flowed faster in the nearby brook, drawing children to come play with a 

watermill made from the stalks of butterbur plants. The serene pink of 

the Chinese milk vetches was like a dream dreamt long ago, pale and 

gentle.  
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Awa Electric Line 阿波電気軌道 

Awa Electric Railway began operating on 1st July, 1916. The service ran 

ferry boats such as the Oasamaru and the Myokenmaru between Tomida 

Bridge (later Shinmachi Bridge) and Nakahara on the northern coast of 

the Yoshino River, and from there reached out as far as Muya with its 
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landrail. Despite the name “Awa Electric Line”, the train was not in fact 

electric-powered, as it was originally planned to be; upon the advice of the 

railway operators, it was changed to a light coal-powered train. The train 

didn’t run as smoothly as an electric service would have. It was noisy, 

puffing out black smoke and clank-clunking as it sped along, and so it was 

dubbed “The Muya Clunker.” Business was tight and the service ran at a 

loss. There was a play on words that made fun of the company’s fortunes: 

Rather than “kisha, kisha, shuppo, shuppo” (train, train, chugga, chugga), 

it was “kaisha, shakkin, kaisha, shakkin” (company, debt, company, debt). 

The railway was bought by the government and nationalised in 1933, only 

to then have its Furukawa to Yoshinari line and ferry services 

discontinued in 1935, due to the opening of the Tokushima-Takamatsu 

rail line.  
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Miyoshi Motors  美好自動車 

A regular bus service between Ikeda-cho and Minawa-san started in 1925. 

The bus went back and forth along this route four times a day. The 

following year, two daily roundtrips between Ikeda and Kyojo, in Higashi 

Iya, were added. The panting and spluttering engine of this six-seat 

automobile could be heard as it made its way along the mountain roads. 

As it reached the mountain pass, bus and passengers alike breathed a 

sigh of relief, the orange and brown of the maple leaves vivid in the valley’

s crisp air.  
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Kyojo, Higashi-Iya   東祖谷山村京上   

Kyojo has always been the centre of Higashi-Iya. In the early Showa 

period, the regular bus service to Kyojo from Ikeda station operated two 

round trips a day, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, as did the 

bus going the reverse route from Kyojo to Ikeda. The bus went along the 

Iya River, stopping at Shimonose, Ochiai, Kubo, Sugeoi and Nagoro. By 

1945, the bus service ended at Kubo, leaving off at a mine cart track used 

for carrying lumber.  
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The Vine Bridges in Iya Valley 祖谷のかずら橋 

The vine bridge in Zentoku, Nishi-Iya, was formed by tying shirakuchi 

vines to cedar trees on both banks of the river. There were thirteen vine 

bridges over the Iya-gawa by the end of the Meiji period. “Back and forth 

they sway, and without any wind!” the people used to sing, weakening 
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people at the knees at the sight of the deep valley below peeking from 

between the wooden bridge floorboards.  
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Autumn in Shobuno  菖蒲野の秋 

Autumn makes its way down from the Yotsuashi mountain pass. It turns 

the leaves of the Kounose Gorge trees yellow and red and makes its way 

down to Shobuno in Kito, at the mountain’s foot. It makes its way down 

from the mountain pass, where a thatched temple stands over its stone 

statue, rumoured to be carved by the monk Gyoki himself. The Tosa 

central road splits from the Tosa road at the village of Kuwano, 20 li and a 

half from the mountain pass. Fish and salt come from Tosa from across 
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the pass and we send shiitake and paper the other way. After the autumn 

leaves disappear, snow comes from the pass. The stone Buddha at 

Yotsuashi Temple hunches over in the cold and the people in Shobuno 

follow suit, breathing in white puffs. Shobuno’s autumn glows red and 

yellow, but that season is short. 


